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Weathering of submerged stressed calcarenites: chemo-mechanical
coupling mechanisms

M. O. CIANTIA� and T. HUECKEL†

Long portions of the Apulian coast are steep cliffs in carbonate soft rocks. These, especially the
calcarenite, are affected by weathering processes that markedly alter their mechanical properties with
time, potentially leading to instability of coastal geomorphological structures. Such alterations are
mainly due to chemical reactions between the solid and fluid phases, and are driven by chemical
variables, which are internal variables and hence uncontrollable. In a search for the variables that
drive the process of rock weakening, recourse is made to the micro scale, at which most of the
chemical processes are observed and quantified. Observations using scanning electron microsope, thin
sections and X-ray computed tomography analyses appear to be crucial for the understanding,
interpretation and definition of the degradation mechanisms of the material. A chemo-mechanical
coupled model at the meso scale of the chemically reactive stressed porous system is presented and
framed in the context of a multi-scale scenario of an array of coupled phenomena. An analogous
model at the macro scale is developed in parallel together with upscaling and identification procedures
for meso-scale and macro-scale material constants. The main outcome of the study is a tool for
predicting the progress of time-dependent weathering phenomena, potentially allowing the stability of
geological structures to be assessed as it evolves with a progressing chemical degradation in a specific
configuration and under a specific set of loads.
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INTRODUCTION
The Apulian coast (south-east Italy) is affected by weath-
ering processes that are typical of calcarenite cliffs (Fig. 1).
The factors that control the degradation processes are multi-
ple, but the main ones are the force of waves and rock
strength decay (Andriani & Walsh, 2007a). A pressing
question that arises is whether any portion of the shore may
become mechanically unstable and, if so, how quickly. For
parts of the coast that are relatively protected from wave
energy, such as large caverns or inland abandoned mines,
chemical weathering is the principal degradation mechanism.
It is convenient to separate the interaction of rock with water
over the short term from that over the long term. Calcarenite
may instantly lose up to 60% of its dry strength at the point
when water fills its pores (the short-term effect; Castellanza
et al., 2009; Eslami et al., 2010; Ciantia et al., 2013), while
when it is continuously saturated, it weakens owing to
dissolution of the grains and bonds over the long term
(Castellanza & Nova, 2004; Ghabezloo & Pouya, 2006;
Ciantia et al., 2013). It is known that the strength of
carbonate rocks depends on their volume fraction that is
filled with calcite (Hueckel et al., 1998). The short-term loss
and regain of strength is seen as a result of suspension and
re-sedimentation of solid mineral into and from the fluid
(Ciantia et al., 2013). It is a reversible process for a small
number of wetting–drying cycles in a closed system (Castel-

lanza et al., 2009). However, for a larger number of cycles,
the dry strength may not be fully recovered, whereas the
strength in wet conditions remains about the same over the
short term (Andriani & Walsh, 2007b). The long-term
changes are seen as irreversible. In Fig. 2 the two types of
behaviour are represented schematically. It is clear that the
wet strength constitutes a lower bound for all the other
above conditions, making the long-term mechanism of dis-
solution the most critical for the material stability.

Here, the authors concentrate on the long-term interaction
of calcarenite with water. This process appears to be a fully
coupled chemo-mechanical phenomenon, as the dissolution
rate is proportional to the effective surface area (Sjöberg,
1976), which increases as a result of the formation of
microcracks (Scholz, 1968; Krajcinovic, 1989). There are
several situations where physico-chemical processes are the
cause of instability inception and collapse, such as chemical
decomposition of intact granite caused by water transform-
ing feldspar and mica into clay (Lumb, 1962), and mudslides
in clay slopes affected by a change in the salinity and/or
acidity of pore water (Moore & Brunsden, 1996; Shuzui,
2001, 2002; Zhao et al., 2011).

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AT THE MICRO SCALE
The questions at hand are as follows. What phenomena

occur upon long-term soaking of calcarenite in water? What
are the controlling variables for the dissolution of stressed
calcarenites? The answers are sought at the scale at which the
considered phenomena could be quantified. The complexity of
the mechanisms, and their dependence on different time and
space scales, require the adoption of a multi-scale approach.

The material studied is a highly porous calcarenite of
Gravina di Puglia; its features, as listed in Table 1, are taken
from Ciantia et al. (2013). The structure of the calcarenite is
seen in thin sections with both the polarised light micro-
scope and the scanning electron microscope (SEM). The
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chemical and pore space, and free surface area characterisa-
tion, are obtained via energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS), mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) and X-ray
micro-computed tomography (MCT) respectively. The find-
ings are as follows.

(a) Grains and bonds in the solid structure are formed of
calcite microcrystals that have a characteristic length of
5 �m (Fig. 3(c)).

(b) About 50% of the pore volume is due to macropores that
have an average radius ranging between 25 and 250 �m,
while the rest is due to micropores (25 �m . r .
0.01 �m) (Fig. 4).

(c) Two distinct types of bond – strong (type A) and weak
(type B) – are visible in the microstructure. What
distinguishes them is the history of formation of the bond.
The strong bonds are bridges of calcite formed through a
diagenetic process, whereas the weak bonds are formed
by a mixture of the calcite ‘powder’ and seawater salts
that precipitates as sediment into a meniscus-shaped bond
when water evaporates; it is re-suspended when water
refills the pores (Delenne et al., 2011). These two types of
bond are observed in SEM and in thin sections (Fig. 5)
(Ciantia et al., 2013).

(d ) The chemical composition of the calcarenite of concern
(determined by EDS) is 98% calcium carbonate and some
traces of aluminium and magnesium.

(e) 99% of the porosity of calcarenite is connected (see X-ray
MCT, yielding a three-dimensional structure; Fig. 6).

( f ) The specific surface area results as 2.7 m2/g, as
determined by X-ray MCT and MIP.

A SCENARIO OF THE LONG-TERM DEGRADATION
PROCESS

In what follows, the material is considered as continuously
saturated and perfectly drained. The main component of
calcarenite, calcite (CaCO3), dissolves easily in water (Plum-
mer & Wigley, 1976; Kier, 1980; Morse et al., 2007). We
postulate that some calcite is dissolved in the pore fluid,
diminishing the dimensions of bonds and grains (and in-
creasing the porosity), and hence reducing the material
strength at the macro scale (Castellanza, 2002) (Fig. 7).

To quantify such a process, the following meso-scale
scenario is proposed. A meso-pore surrounded by deform-
able rock matrix is referred to as being filled with water, as
shown in the micrograph in Fig. 3(b). Water penetrating
radially from the fluid/rock interface is postulated to effect
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Fig. 1. Map of Apulian coast and two air views of coast morphology. A risk analysis study is necessary to predict the time evolution of
cavern expansion in densely populated areas to avoid the scenario on the right occuring in the area shown on the left
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dissolution of the mineral. If the material is stressed and at
yielding, the developing irreversible microcracks induce an
increase in the specific surface area. As the reaction rate per
volume of fluid is proportional to the surface area at the
fluid/solid interface, it follows that the rate is coupled to the
mechanical damage.

In order to develop a numerical model for such a mechan-
ism, it is necessary to refer to representative elementary
volumes (REV) and variables at the scale at which it is
taking place. To arrive at predictions at a macro scale (Fig.
8(a)), or even a regional scale, a multi-scale model is
necessary. The formulation for dissolution and specific sur-
face area increase is developed at the micro scale (Fig.
8(c)), whereas the phenomena of damage described above
are formulated at a meso-scale level of a pore (Fig. 8(b)).
Finally, quantities from these two scales are transferred to
the macro scale, at which continuum mechanics constitutive
models are formulated.

CHEMICAL DISSOLUTION OF CALCARENITE IN
STRESSED CONDITIONS

Whereas the kinetics of dissolution of calcite has been
studied for some time (e.g. Krauskopf & Bird, 1995), the
effect of stress and deformation on the material’s dissolution
has largely been ignored. The present authors present a
possible approach to account for the influence of the materi-
al mechanical damage on the rate of mass loss from
calcarenite. The rate at which calcium carbonate dissociates
into water solution is directly proportional to the area of the
interface between the two phases (Sjöberg, 1976). In acidic
conditions it depends on the pH of the fluid (Sjöberg &
Rickard, 1984). The rate constant k and the reacting surface
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Fig. 2. (a) Short-term cyclic effect affects only the dry strength;
(b) to reduce wet peak strength, long-term dissolution is required

Table 1. Geotechnical properties of the analysed calcarenite

ªd: kN/m3 ªsat: kN/m3 Gs n e

13 18 2.73 0.52 1.08

(b) (c)

0 μm 250 0 μm 250 mm 5

(a)

Fig. 3. (a) Macroscopic view of calcarenite; soft rock is porous, yellow-whitish stone. (b) A macro pore observed through polarised
light microscope. (c) Calcite microcrystals with characteristic length 5 �m. The whole solid mass comprises these microcrystals
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Fig. 4. Pore size distribution obtained as meanvalue of distributions
obtained from mercury intrusion porosimetry, two-dimensional
image analysis of thin sections and three-dimensional image analysis
of micro-CT tests
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area A in Sjöberg’s equation are in 1/cm2s and cm2 respec-
tively. Generalising this rate equation, the present authors
refer to the reactive surface area per the actual reacting fluid
volume. Hence Sjöberg’s rate constant needs to be recalcu-
lated to account for the actual reacting fluid volume. In the

absence of the effective actual reacting fluid volume for
Sjöberg’s tests, a volume is estimated as follows. Buhmann
& Dreybrodt (1985a, 1985b) observed that, beyond the layer
thickness of the adjacent water of about 0.002–0.005 cm,
the dissolution rate of calcite becomes independent of the

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

0 μm 250

0 μm 100

0 μm 40

0 μm 100

Fig. 5. Thin sections of calcarenite observed with (a) polarised light microscope and (b)–(d) scanning electron microscope. Thick white
arrows indicate bonds classified as type A; darker thin arrows indicate type B bond

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 6. Elaboration of X-ray micro computed tomography results. The structure is reconstructed in three dimensions, starting from (a) by
scanning sample into slices and recomposing the whole solid slice by slice. Porosity, pore-size distribution and effective surface area can
be estimated through detailed analyses. (a) Slice; (b) slice section; (c)–(d) three-dimensional reconstruction of part of the sample
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reacting fluid volume. Calculating the actual reacting fluid
volume by multiplying a unit area (1 cm2) by the limit
thicknesses just mentioned, an adjusted apparent rate con-
stant k�b in cm/s is obtained for Sjöberg’s tests. Hence,

replacing Sjöberg’s coefficient k with k�b or k�a , and the
surface A with A�, in cm2/cm3 the kinetic equation reads

d[M]

dt
¼ �k�b A�MmfC � [Ca2þ]

1=2
[CO2�

3 ]
1=2g

for 7:5 , pH , 14

d[M]

dt
¼ �k�a A�Mm[Hþ]

for 4 , pH , 7:5

(1)

where k�b and k�a are apparent rate constants (1 cm/s) for
neutral and acidic pH conditions respectively; A� is the
calcite specific surface area per unit reacting fluid volume in
cm2/cm3, Mm is the molecular mass of calcium carbonate in
g/mol; [Hþ] is the concentration of hydrogen ions in the
fluid; and C is a constant that is a function of the root of
ksp, equal to 2.47e�7 mol/cm3 (Sjöberg, 1976).

The accumulated relative mass removal of calcite from
the solid (or reaction progress) reads

� ¼ ˜[M]

[M0]
¼ [M0]� [M]

[M0]
(2)

where [M0] is the initial calcite mass per unit reacting fluid

200   mμ

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 7. Schematic representation of mass loss due to dissolution of calcium carbonate. (a) Initial state: structure is held together by type
A and type B bonds. (b) As water fills the pores, type B bonds fall into suspension, and dissolution of structure begins. (c)–(f) With time,
mass is lost, and material is weakened
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Fig. 8. (a) Macro-REV; (b) meso-REV; (c) micro-REV
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volume. Therefore the rate of relative dissolved mass results
as

_� ¼ k�b A� Mm

[M0]
fC � [Ca2þ]

1=2
[CO2�

3 ]
1=2g

for 7:5 , pH , 14

_� ¼ k�a A� Mm

[M0]
[Hþ]

for 4 , pH , 7:5

(3)

� is constrained by the inequality 0 < � < 1 (De Groot,
1966). When � ¼ 1, the reaction is completed: that is, all the
calcite is removed.

The present authors adopt a recently developed concept
(Hu & Hueckel, 2007a, 2007b) of dissolution, enhanced by
the creation of a new internal surface area of solid/fluid
interface generated by the local damage. The damage con-
sists in the opening of microcracks, the walls of which
become sites of additional dissolution. A scalar internal
variable ã represents the amount of the added surface area.
The surface area of the microcracks can be measured via
acoustic emission, as proportional to the acoustic energy
released during cracking. Variable ã is linked to the reaction
area A� in equation (3) according to

~aa ¼ A� � A�0
A�0

(4)

The internal interface surface area generated by the
microcracking can be assessed using a model of a two-
dimensional hexagonal crystal assembly (Hu & Hueckel,
2007b). The surface area is proportional to the volumetric
irreversible strain, �irr

v , and inversely proportional to an
average crack opening at the apex, ˜, considered as a rock
characteristic (see e.g. Fig. 8(c)).

~aa ¼ 8ffiffiffi
3
p

˜
�irr

v

�� �� � 1 m if �irr
v , 0 (5)

Hence

A� ¼ f �irr
v

� �
¼ A�0 1þ � �irr

v

�� ��� �
if �irr

v , 0

A�0 if �irr
v > 0

8<
: (6)

where � ¼ (8=
ffiffiffi
3
p

˜) � 1 m is a proportionality constant, and
A�0 represents the effective surface area of pre-existing voids.
The former inequality restricts the range of validity of the
expression to the dilatancy strain only. The latter inequality
excludes possible compressive volumetric strains not asso-
ciated with microcracking. Substituting equation (6) in equa-
tion (3) and using Macaulay brackets ( xh i :¼ (xþ jxj=2)=2),

_� ¼ k�b A�0 (1þ � ��irr
v

� 	
)fC � [Ca2þ]

1=2
[CO2�

3 ]
1=2g

with 0 < � < 1 for a basic pH

_� ¼ k�a A�0 (1þ � ��irr
v

� 	
)

Mm

[M0]
[Hþ]

with 0 < � < 1 in acid

(7)

Denoting

Kb
c ¼ k�b A�0

Mm

[M0]
fC � [Ca2þ]

1=2
[CO2�

3 ]
1=2g

Ka
c ¼ k�a A�0

Mm

[M0]
[Hþ]

Kb,a ¼ �Kb,a
c

(8)

equation (3) can be written as

_� ¼ Kj ��irr
v

� 	
þ Kj

c with 0 < � < 1 and

j ¼ a or b if in acid or base
(9)

where Kj
c is a function related to the ionic concentrations in

the fluid and the surface area of the pre-existent pore space
per unit volume of water in the rock. Integrating equation
(9) with respect to time, one may calculate the mass removal
accumulated from the onset of the process. The time vari-
able is the reaction time, which may depend on the history
of the environmental conditions, such as water saturation, or
on the general chemical conditions of the water, such as pH
level.

� ¼
ðt

0

Kj ��irr
v

� 	
dt þ Kj

c t (10)

In this work the system considered is an open system
(Fig. 9), which means that fresh water constantly washes the
pores at a rate greater than the reaction rate, keeping ionic
concentration low. Notably, for pH values less than 8,
[CO2�

3 ] becomes negligible, and dissolution is at its fastest
rate (Sjöberg, 1976): hence equation (8) becomes

Kb
c ¼ k�b A�0

Mm

[M0]
C

Ka
c ¼ k�a A�0

Mm

[M0]
[Hþ]

Kb,a ¼ �Kb,a
c

(11)

Dissolution

CaCO H CO Ca 2HCO3 2 3
2

3� �→ � �
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�� Δ �
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Fig. 9. Open-system scenario; ionic concentration in meso-REV is
constant, as Ca2þ production due to dissolution is small compared
with water entry/exit rate
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The above assumptions make the accumulated mass re-
moval (equation (10)) dependent only on deformation, the
reaction time, and ksp or [Hþ], depending on the pH regime.
The strain rate, as formulated within rigid hardening plasti-
city theory, is a homogeneous function of order one of the
stress rate and the rate of reaction (Hu & Hueckel, 2007a)
(see also e.g. Mróz (1973)): hence the integrated mass
removal � is a linear function of the reaction time. Experi-
mental tests are performed in both acid and basic pH
regimes in order to determine the two constants k�a and k�b :
Calcarenite is dissolved, measuring pH and the mass varia-
tion with time. Tests 1–3, shown in Fig. 10, represent
calcarenite dissolved in the acidic regime for a closed
system. The pH grows from A to B as the [Hþ] ions are
consumed during the reaction. By contrast, test 4 is per-
formed in the basic regime for an open system scenario. The
Ka

c=A�0 line is obtained by interpolating the experimental
points in the acid regime, whereas the Kb

c=A�0 line is the
horizontal line passing from experimental point 4. The
Ka,b=A�0 lines are obtained by translating the Ka,b

c =A�0 lines
vertically by an amount proportional to �. In the same
graph, Sjöberg’s recalculated constants are also reported. In
the basic regime, if the system is closed, the reaction
continues until equilibrium is reached: hence

[Ca2þ]
1=2

[CO2�
3 ]

1=2 ¼ C, at which point the reaction stops
(see equation (8)). A larger set of experiments is obtained in
the acidic regime because of the high reaction rate. By
contrast, at neutral pH the reaction is so slow that very long
periods are necessary to obtain measurable mass changes.

CHEMO-MECHANICAL COUPLING AT A SINGLE PORE
SCALE

The objective is now to establish a relationship between
the deformation due to compressive stress and ensuing
damage, and dissolution of calcite at the interphase interfaces.
The present authors consider a meso-scale representative
elementary volume (meso-REV) of a single pore between
four bonded grains and subjected to a constant isotropic
compression (Fig. 11(a); after Hu & Hueckel (2007a)). The
scenario of the chemo-mechanical loading process comprises
the following circumstances and phenomena.

(a) The material is isotropic and rigid-plastic.
(b) Strains are small.
(c) The REV (Fig. 8) is saturated with water, the pore system

is interconnected, and the material is drained.
(d ) Initially, the material is in the rigid regime; yielding and

deformation are induced by the dissolution.
(e) Yielding produces strain and dilatancy damage, linked to

microcracking.
( f ) Microcracking generates new solid/fluid interfaces dif-

fused over the considered boundary value problem
(BVP).

(g) Dissolution occurs as a kinetic process.
(h) The dissolution rate is proportional to specific surface

area, and increases with the newly generated interfaces.
(i) Two coupled mechanisms contribute to the plastic

hardening: volumetric strain-hardening and mass removal
softening.

( j) The dissolved species in the micropores diffuse instantan-
eously across the solid.

(k) The chemo-mechanical behaviour of the meso-pore is
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Fig. 10. Reaction rate per unit initial specific area as function
of pH
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Fig. 11. Isotropic compression: (a) meso-REV, (b) corresponding
thick cylinder
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represented by that of a plain-strain cylinder surrounding
the pore, which in turn is represented by its cavity (Fig.
11(b)).

(l ) Both the mechanical and chemical processes are axially
symmetric with respect to the centre of the cylinder
cavity.

The above assumptions translate into solving the following
problem: radial compression of a rigid-plastic cylinder af-
fected by the chemical damage (Fig. 12). The problem is
similar to the grain indentation addressed by Hu & Hueckel
(2007a) to model soil ageing. The mathematical formulation
of the BVP is an extension of an analogous problem
formulated by Hill (1950), and investigated for granular
media by Mróz & Kwaszczynska (1971) and Hueckel &
Mróz (1973) to include the chemo-mechanical coupling.

Stress boundary conditions are applied at r ¼ a and r ¼ b,
while the lateral constraints are ignored. At the inner
boundary r ¼ a, �r ¼ 0, while at the outer boundary r ¼ b
�r ¼ p ¼ constant. The equilibrium equation and the kine-
matic relationships of the plane-strain, axially symmetric
problem are as follows.

d� r

dr
þ � r � � W

r
¼ 0

_�irr
r ¼ �

d _u

dr

_�irr
Ł ¼ �

_u

r

_�irr
v ¼ �

1

r

d( _ur)

dr
¼ _�irr

Ł þ _�irr
r

(12)

where r and Ł are outward radial and circumferential
coordinates respectively, and u is a radial displacement. As
the material is rigid-plastic, the total strain is identical to the
plastic strain. The yield locus is defined solely via a
combination of the radial and circumferential stress compo-
nents, �r and �Ł respectively, as

f ¼

1

2
(�Ł � � r)�

Æ

2
(� r þ �Ł)� [1þ ª�irr

v � ��]
tan�1 � tan Ł1

tan Ł1 þ 1
��01 ¼ 0; �Ł > � r tan�1

1

2
(� r � �Ł)� Æ

2
(� r þ �Ł)� [1þ ª�irr

v � ��]
tan Ł2 � tan�2

tan Ł2 þ 1
��02 ¼ 0; �Ł < � r tan�2

� r � ��02[1þ ª�irr
v � ��] ¼ 0; � r tan�2 < �Ł < � r

�Ł � ��02[1þ ª�irr
v � ��] ¼ 0;

� r

tan�1

< � r < �Ł

8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:

(13)

with the restriction that overall hardening function h

h ¼ 1þ ª�irr
v � �� . 0 (14)

is always positive.
The constants describing the yield locus are

tanŁ1 ¼
1

tan Ł2

¼ 1þ Æ

1� Æ

tan�1 ¼
1

tan�2

¼ ��02

��01

(15)

and ª and � are respectively strain-hardening and chemical
softening constants, taken here for simplicity to be the same
for �r and �Ł: The axial stress �z is assumed not to
influence yielding in plane-strain rate conditions, and is
calculated from equation (13) as � z ¼ 1

2
(� r þ �Ł)� 3BJ

1=2
2 ,

where B is a constant and J2 is the second invariant of
deviatoric stress: the sign � refers to either the top or the
bottom part of the yield locus (Fig. 13; see also Mróz &
Kwaszczynska (1971)).

The rate of relative mass removal _�, defined by equation
(9), is different in two distinct phases. An initial phase
simulates the long-term dissolution of calcite from the pre-
existing pores. The initial (constant) stress state is well
within the initial yield locus in the entire domain. The initial
yield locus shrinks homothetically once the chemical soft-
ening starts, until yielding is initiated at the stress state at
the points of the external cylinder perimeter (Fig. 14). Until
this point there is no deformation. Once the radial stress �r

at the outer boundary is ‘reached’ by the shrinking yield
locus – namely its segment AC0 only, or two segments AC0,
D0B, depending on the thickness of the cylinder – the whole
cylinder yields at once (Hueckel & Mróz, 1973).

The irreversible strain rate is defined via the normality
flow rule as

_�irr
ij ¼ _̧ @ f

@� ij

(16)

The multiplier _̧ is determined from the extended Prager’s
consistency condition, _f (� ij, �irr

v , �) ¼ 0 (see e.g. Hueckel &
Borsetto (1990), Hueckel (2002)), as a function of rates of
stress and reaction progress, �

_̧ ¼
@ f =@� ij

� �
_� ij þ @ f =@�ð Þ _�

� @ f =@�irr
v

� �
@ f =@� kkð Þ

_̧ ¼ 0 if f , 0 or f ¼ 0 and _f , 0

(17)

Three states can arise in the material during yielding (Fig.
15): the dilatant state for AC0 ( _�v , 0); the compactant state
for D0B ( _�v . 0); and the critical state for the yield locus
corner, C0/D0 (where the normality rule implies an infinity
of the strain rate directions, and hence it may occur that
_�v ¼ 0). When yielding proceeds, three corresponding zones
develop, fulfilling the continuity conditions at the boundaries
of the zones. A set of five transcendental equations is solved
in order to determine stress, displacement and reaction
progress fields. Prior to yielding, _�ij ¼ 0, the yield locus
changes only as a result of dissolution from the pre-existing
pores. At the moment when yielding is initiated, the critical

p p

Time

Fig. 12. Long-term dissolution of a stressed macropore
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zone has no thickness. This is used as an initial condition,
from which it is possible to obtain the value of circumfer-
ential stress at the instant of yielding onset (Fig. 14(a)),
which reads

� yield
Ł ¼ p= 1� a

b

tan�1 � 1

tan�1


 �
tan�1 � 1

tan�1 � tan Ł1


 �1= tan Ł1�1

(18)

Hence the time necessary to activate yielding of the calcar-
enite during continuous dissolution depends only on the
reaction rate (Kj

c) and on the ‘distance’ between the circum-
ferential stress at the onset of yielding (� yield

Ł ) and the initial
strength of the material (Fig. 14(b)), and reads

t� ¼ ��02 � � yield
Ł

�Kj
c�
�
02

(19)

The onset of yielding of the outer perimeter is chosen as a
starting moment (t ¼ 0) for the subsequent phase, simulating
a long-term process at a constant load driven by the mass
removal, that is, after the initiation of yielding. With progres-
sion over time, the stress at the boundary r ¼ c grows along
C0C, and a critical zone, CD, develops between the dilatant
and compactant zones: see Fig. 15. The dilatant and critical
zones expand ( _c . 0 and _d . 0), reducing the thickness of
the compactant zone, until either � ¼ 1 or h ¼ 0. The linear
yield function implies the following constraints: for the inner
zone a < r < c, dilatant kinematics and a fixed ratio of the
radial and circumferential strains ( _�r= _�Ł ¼ � tan Ł1), result.
At the corner points the flow rule is non-unique, but the ratio
of �r to �Ł ratio is constant: �Ł/�r ¼ tan Ł1, together with the
strain-hardening function, defines the equations for the cri-
tical zone c < r < d. Finally, for the outer zone, d < r < b,
compactant kinematics with _�Ł . 0 and _�r ¼ 0 induce a
displacement that is constant with respect to space in the
entire zone, and hence equal to the displacement of the outer
boundary, ub: By imposing displacement and (radial) stress
continuity at r ¼ c and in r ¼ d, the following set of tran-
scendental equations for the coupled chemo-mechanical
problem is obtained.

The radial stress continuity at r ¼ c requires that

pc ¼
tan�1 � tan Ł1

tanŁ1 þ 1
��01

1� �Kj
ct

1� tan Ł1

a

c


 �1�tan Ł1

� 1

" #(

þ
(tanŁ1 � 1)(ªucctan Ł1 þ �

Ð t

0
Kjucctan Ł1 dt)

2 tan Ł1

3 c� tan Ł1�1 1� a�2 tan Ł1

c�2 tan Ł1


 �� )

(20)

The above condition and a one-to-one relationship between
radial and circumferential stress at the critical state imply
that

pc tan�1 ¼ pc tanŁ1

� tan�1 � tanŁ1

tanŁ1 þ 1
��01

1þ tanŁ1 � 1ð Þ ª
uc

c
þ �

ðt

0

Kj uc

c
dt

� 
� �Kj

ct

� �
(21)

The displacement continuity at r ¼ c requires that

uc ¼
1

ªc

1� �Kj
ct

2
c2 � d2ð Þ

� pc

��02

tan Ł1

tan Ł1 þ 1
c2 1� d

c


 �tan Ł1þ1
" #

þ ªudd

8>>><
>>>:

9>>>=
>>>;
(22)

The radial stress continuity at r ¼ d requires that

pc

c

d


 �1�tan�1

¼ pb

d

þ ��02 1� �Kj
ct

� �
1� b

d


 �
þ ª

ub

d
ln

b

d


 �� 
(23)

The circumferential stress continuity at r ¼ d results from a
similar argument as above for r ¼ c, as

pc tan�1

c

d


 �1�tan�1

¼ ��02 1� ª
ub

d
� �Kj

ct

� 
(24)

The displacement continuity between the critical and com-
pactant zone and the uniform radial displacement across the
compactant zone imply that

ud ¼ ub (25)

The enhanced dissolution due to the formation of new
cracks in the critical zone is not considered in obtaining an
analytical solution of the differential equation (22). The zone
itself has a numerically insignificant thickness, which makes
this assumption reasonable.

A parametric study of the numerical solution for equations
(20)–(25) using Matlab# is presented in Figs 16–19. The
constitutive parameters and geometry are listed in Tables 2–
4. Fig. 16(a) presents the displacement ua of the internal
circumference, r ¼ a, induced by a purely chemical process
at different pH values. This displacement can be interpreted
as a closure of the pore space, accompanied by a substantial
weakening of the material around it. Notably, for the most
acidic solution (pH ¼ 2.8) after about 6 min of the chemical

σ σ ε2, ,θ θ
.

εij
.

εr
.

εθ
.

φ1

φ2

σ σ ε1, , rr
.

lcr

εθ
.

θ1

θ2

σ*02

σ*01

Fig. 13. Yield condition
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exposure, at a value of 5% of the inner radius, the inward
displacement becomes uncontrollable, and the solution of
equations (20)–(25) ceases to exist. Fig. 16(b) illustrates the
evolution of the zones across the pore surroundings for
different pH. With time, the compaction zone becomes
smaller (50%), while the dilatant damage zone spreads,
owing to the chemical enhancement of damage. The relative
mass dissolution and volumetric strain for pH ¼ 7.5 are
depicted in Figs 17(a) and 17(b). The largest mass dissolu-
tion occurs at r ¼ a, its rate being proportional to dilatancy.
At the terminal moment (t ¼ 530 h), the mineral dissolution
at r ¼ a reaches the value 6%, 30 times higher than the pre-
existing background dissolution.

As the external radial loading is constant at both r ¼ a
and r ¼ b, the radial stress distribution (Figs 17(c) and 18)
does not change much. Spatially, the stress varies quite
significantly across the radius (Fig. 17(d)). The displacement
evolution for each point of the pore surroundings is depicted
in Fig. 19. The closing of the internal pore accelerates with
time. It is seen (Fig. 17) that in the dilatant zone the two

t 0�

p constant�

Rigid behaviour

σ yield
θ

a

θ

b

r

B

σ σ ε2, ,θ θ
.

σ*01

θ1

φ1

φ2

θ2

p

σ*02

σ σ ε1 r r, ,
.

(a)

t t*�

p constant�

Critical zone

a

θ

b

r

B

σ σ ε2, ,θ θ
.

θ1

φ1

φ2

θ2

σ*02

σ σ ε1, ,r r
.

(b)

A

c d0 0�

Compaction zone

Dilatant zone

C D0 0�

lcr

, σyield
θ

Fig. 14. Initiation of yielding due to chemical dissolution: stress state before (a) and at
yielding onset (b)
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a
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r
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.
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.
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d
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D
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εθ
.

εθ
.εij

.

εr
.

(a) (b)

Fig. 15. Three zones of different kinematic response: (a) layout of
zones; (b) stress path segments corresponding to the different
zones for a generic moment
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softenings (strain-softening and chemical softening) super-
impose one over the other. Plasticity consistency rules
preclude a stable and unique response to unconstrained soft-
ening behaviour with an inward stress rate (e.g. Maier &
Hueckel, 1979). However, even if local behaviour can be
unstable, a global BVP response can be stable, if a region in
a hardening, stable mode is sufficiently large for the integral
of the second-order work to be positive (Hueckel & Maier,
1977). It is the same in the considered case, except that
there are two sources of softening. So, physically, until there
is a sufficiently large supporting mass in the hardening mode
(here in the form of the external strain-hardening shell), the

pore remains stable. Eventually, the shrinking external zone
does not provide sufficient support, and the whole solid
matrix collapses. Mathematically, this means there is no
admissible solution to the system of differential equations
for the evolution of the material, equilibrium, chemical
process rate and kinematics. Fig. 20 shows the resulting
equilibrium surface of the external perimeter pressure as
a function of total dissolved mass within the cylinder and
external perimeter displacement, p(���, ub): Imposing a con-
stant p across the surface of solutions with a resulting pre-
critical dissolved mass–displacement relationship, it emerges
that beyond a critical point A9 no solution satisfying all the
required conditions can be obtained. A process driven by the
time-dependent, uncontrollable variable of mass removal (the
dark line AA9), in order to continue (A9B9), would require a
reversal of chemical reaction, �_� , 0, to satisfy the above
relationships. Following an arbitrary �(ub=b)=�(���) . 0 path
(A9B) that does follow the surface requires that _p , 0, and
hence violates the set of the governing conditions. Visibly,
there exists a locus (dashed line) of points of instability.

UPSCALING
To develop a quantitative simulation tool for the chemo-

mechanical mechanism described, it is necessary to represent
the obtained results at the macro scale, using macroscopic
variables. A previously developed macroscopic chemo-
plasticity theory (Hueckel, 1992, 2002), which is an exten-
sion of Cam-clay theory (Schofield & Wroth, 1968), will be
used for this purpose. The macro-scale yield limit is ex-
pressed via the mean normal stress �pp and deviatoric stress
invariant �qq (variables with an overbar refer to macro scale)

�ff ¼ �qqþ �ppM ln
�pp

�ppc


 �

�qq ¼ 1
2
�ssij�ssij

� �1=2

(26)
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Table 2. Geometrical parameters for the meso-BVP (thick cylinder geometry)

a: �m b: �m 2b: �m VT: �m3 VV: �m3 VS: �m3 n e

100 200 400 5.0 3 107 2.6 3 107 2.4 3 107 0.52 1.08
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Fig. 20. Pressure as a function of reaction progress and external displacement: segment AA9 response along actual path ub/b
against dissolved mass; segment A9B, response to arbitrary path �t > 0
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The hardening variable �ppc, describing the size of the yield
locus and hence the apparent preconsolidation stress, is
dependent on the macro-scale volumetric plastic strain and
relative mass change according to (Hueckel et al., 1999)

�ppc ¼ �pp0
c exp

1þ e0ð Þ
�ºº

���pl
v þ R ���

� �� 
(27)

where �pp0
c is the initial size of the yield locus, e0 is the initial

void ratio, and �ºº is the plastic bulk modulus of compressi-
bility. To be consistent with the microscopic approach, rigid
plasticity is adopted. The chemical softening term R is a
function of the macroscopic relative mass loss ���, identified
as the volume average of a meso-scale mass removed from
the solid structure: � integrated over the macro-REV. The
expression for this volume average is a cross-scale transfer
function for the mass removal (Hu & Hueckel, 2007a).

Cross-scale functions and upscaling procedure
Macroscopic tests make it possible to observe and meas-

ure the strength decrease of calcarenite due to weathering at
constant load (e.g. geostatic conditions). For a constant stress
_��� ij ¼ 0, or for (@�ff =@ _��� ij) _��� ij ¼ 0, the resulting macroscopic
plastic strain rate is obtained from the extended Prager
consistency condition (Hu & Hueckel, 2007b) as

_���
pl

v ¼ �
@�ff =@���
� �

�_�

@�ff =@���pl
v

(28)

To take advantage of the quantifiable phenomena at the
meso scale, the macro-scale REV is postulated as a periodic
arrangement of the meso-scale REVs (Fig. 21). Then the
chemical softening term R(���) in equation (27) can be calcu-
lated using the data from the simulation of the meso-scale
process of dissolution, assuming it to be a linear function
R(���) ¼ Rc

��� of the macroscopic relative mass dissolution.

Rc ¼ �
@�ff =@���pl

v

� �
_���

pl

v

�_�
(29)

Subsequently, the macroscopic variables �_� and _���
pl

v are substi-
tuted by their counterpart averages at the meso scale. Know-
ing @�ff =@���pl

v , and the averaged rates �_� and _���
pl

v , the coefficient
Rc is determined. The macroscopic strain rate can be calcu-
lated from the boundary displacement rate, _ui, of the meso-
scale REV (Bagi, 1996) as

_���
pl

v ¼
Ð

S
_uinidS

V
¼ � 2 _ub

b
(30)

where V is the volume of the REV with the boundary
surface S, and ni is the outward unit normal to S. The
macroscopic relative mass dissolution rate �_� is obtained as

�_� ¼
Ð

V
�_�dV

V

¼ 2�

� b2 � a2ð Þ

ðb

a

_�rdr

¼ 2

b2 � a2

ðb

a

rKj ��vh i þ rKj
c

� �
dr

(31)

Furthermore, substituting

_� ¼ Kj
c þ Kj tan Ł� 1ð Þ uc

c

r

c


 �� tan Ł�1

for a < r < c

Kj
c for c , r < b

8><
>:

(32)

the rate of mass removal at the macro scale becomes

�_� ¼ Kj
c þ Kj 2uc

b2 � a2
ctan Ł a1�tan Ł � c1�tan Łð Þ (33)

while

Rc¼
1þe0

�ºº

� _���
pl

v

�_�

 !

¼1þe0

�ºº

2 _ub=b

Kj
cþKj[2uc=(b2�a2)]ctanŁ(a1�tanŁ�c1�tanŁ)

( )

(34)

At this point, if all the mechanical meso- and macro-scale
parameters of equation (34) are known, it is possible to
determine Rc: The most important outcome of the upscaling
procedure is deduced from the parametric study proposed in
Fig. 22. A set of three different values of macroscopic
plastic strain rate. and hence of _ub (equation (30)), is used
as an input for the meso-BVP model (Fig. 22(a)). The
corresponding upscaled results of the meso-BVP response
are presented in Figs 22(b)–22(d). Notably, the upscaled
macroscopic rate of mass removal is identical for the three
different tests, and is a linear function of the macroscopic
volumetric plastic strain (Fig. 22(d)). This means that once
the meso model has been calibrated (using a suitable loading
condition), and hence the linear relationship between �_� and
���pl

v has been determined, the macroscopic hardening law can
be written without the need to use the meso-scale model any
more. In fact,

_�ppc ¼ �ppc

(1þ e0)
�ºº

_���
pl

v þ Rc
�_�

� 

¼ �ppc

(1þ e0)
�ºº

_���
pl

v þ Rc[A(Kj
c)þ B(Kj)���pl

v ]

� � (35)

The calibration of the rest of the meso-scale parameters is
performed using macroscopic experiments, as below.

Meso-scale model calibration: a downscaling procedure
The parameters defining the geometry of the meso-scale

REV are determined by imposing that the index properties at
the meso scale and macro scale are the same (Table 1), and
that the meso-pore constitutes 50% of the meso-scale REV
total pore volume. This percentage is derived from the pore
size distribution curve (Fig. 4) showing that 50% of the
pores are between 40 and 200 �m, with a mean radius of
100 �m. (Hence a ¼ 100 �m was chosen.) The remaining
void volume is incorporated in the rock matrix surrounding
the meso-pore. The resulting geometry of the meso-scale

p p

Fig. 21. Macro-REV (right) as periodic repetition of meso-REV
(left)
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REV is provided in Table 2 (the thickness in the z direction
is assumed to be 2b). The physical parameters (Table 3) are
estimated using MIP, whereas the opening of the micro-
cracks, ˜, is determined through SEM observations of the
micro-cracked calcarenite. � is calculated from the param-
eter ˜ via equation (5). The remaining parameters (��01, Ł1,
�1, ª, �) of the meso model are calibrated using a down-
scaling procedure. Downscaling implies using macroscopic
experiments to calibrate the parameters of the meso-scale
model. First, the parameters (��01, Ł1, �1, ª) controlling the
mechanical response only are calibrated using mechanical
macroscopic tests. Subsequently, the chemical parameter (�)
is calibrated, evaluating the strength loss with time due to
chemical dissolution of unstressed samples. The mechanical
test to calibrate the model is the isotropic compression of
calcarenite performed by Lagioia & Nova (1995) (Fig. 23).
The macroscopic response of the sample is elastic until it
becomes unstable, forming compaction bands (Nova et al.,
2003). The elastic limit and the post-peak behaviour are
used to calibrate the mechanical parameters of the meso-
scale BVP. The p–(ub/b) curves are presented in terms of
the macroscopic variables e–�pp using equation (30), and the
relationship between void ratio and volumetric strain,
e ¼ e0 � (1þ e0)���v: The yielding point and the volumetric
collapse are both well captured through the upscaled meso-
scale BVP (Fig. 23(b)). The calibrated mechanical para-
meters are listed in Table 4.

The chemical rate constants are calculated from Fig. 10.
The Rc constant is calibrated matching the macroscopic
strength decrease with time due to chemical dissolution of
calcarenite in acid (Fig. 24(d); Ciantia et al., 2013). The
specimens were immersed in acid, and pH, ˜M (change in
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Fig. 22. Upscaled meso-BVP results for three different plastic strain histories: (a) macroscopic plastic strain with time
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Table 3. Physical properties of the meso-BVP

Gs M: g M m: g/mol Ss: m2/g A�0 : cm2/cm3 ˜: �m �

2.73 6.59 3 10�5 100 2.7 68 040 1 1847
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mass) and (via an oedometric test) the yielding threshold
were measured with time (Figs 24(a), 24(b), 24(c)). The
chemical softening parameter (� ¼ 5) was calibrated, simu-
lating a compensatory mechanism that required the Rc con-
stant in equation (34) and the macroscopic one to be equal.

Table 4. Mechanical parameters for the meso-BVP
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Fig. 24. Macro-calibration in acid of chemically induced dissolution damage: (a) axial stress plotted against axial strain; (b) pH
evolution with time during the dissolution phase of the submerged samples; (c) macro-scale accumulated relative mass removal
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Note that Rc is independent of pH and fairly constant with
time, except in the last stages as the solution becomes
unstable (Fig. 25).

The multiscale model is validated by predicting the long-
term behaviour of calcarenite subject to chemical weathering
in contact with water at a neutral pH (Fig. 26). The four
experimental points available for comparison are placed in
the context of results on other rocks (Matsukura & Hirose,
1999).

It is interesting to note that, according to the model, only
5% of mass loss can cause a 24% loss of strength in terms
of �ppc: At pH ¼ 4 this happens in about 3 h, whereas in water

with a neutral pH for an open system scenario, the same
weight loss – and hence damage – is expected in about
1.8 years.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the consequences of dissolution of calcar-

enite in stressed conditions for the change in the mechanical
properties are investigated, quantified and modelled by
means of a multiscale procedure. The mathematical model
developed is effectively a three-scale model. The chemistry
of the problem is simulated at the scale at which the kinetic
laws of geochemical reactions are formulated (micro scale),
while the chemically enhanced mechanical damage phenom-
ena are quantified at the meso scale. Finally, a model of a
reactive porous continuum at the macro scale, at which
engineering large-scale computations can be performed, is
produced via upscaling.

The peculiarity of this multiscale model is that the meso
model is a multi-physical BVP by itself. However, by virtue
of the chosen geometry of the REV, the BVP can be solved
semi-analytically. The emphasis of the work is on well-
defined and reproducible procedures to represent mechan-
isms formulated from basic geochemistry and inelastic con-
stitutive laws at a scale at which they can be tested
experimentally, and simulated for engineering purposes.
Cross-scaling functions allow the variables of the meso scale
to be suitably represented at the macro scale, and vice versa.
The key mechanism of the model is the coupling between
the rate of dissolution and the increase of the specific
surface area induced by microcracking.

The available experimental data and the experiments
performed ad hoc in the laboratory on calcarenite are
sufficient to perform the inter-scale identification of model
parameters at all scales involved. The limited predictions
performed for different pH conditions of water thus far yield
a very convincing scenario of the effect of weathering of
calcarenites on the stability of the coast. An interesting
outcome of the adopted upscaling procedure is that the
upscaled macroscopic rate of mass removal is proportional
to the macroscopic volumetric plastic strain. This means
that, once the microstructure of the material has been
determined (e.g. specific surface area and microcrack char-
acteristic dimensions), the macroscopic hardening law can
be postulated and calibrated phenomenologically without the
need to use the meso-scale variables. While many of the
aspects of the model require further study, a tool to answer
the opening question of how quickly portions of the calcar-
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Fig. 25. Graphic representation of equation (34) for: (a) pH 2.8;
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enite shore can become mechanically unstable, and also
which portions are the most vulnerable, is available as a
prototype.
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NOTATION
A� calcite specific surface area per unit reacting fluid volume
A�0 initial specific surface area per unit reacting fluid volume

a thick cylinder inner boundary
~aa scalar internal variable representing amount of added

surface area
B nondimensional constant
b thick cylinder outer boundary
C equilibrium constant function of ksp

[Ca2þ
] concentration of calcite ions

[CO2�
3 ] concentration of carbonate ions

c dilatant-critical boundary radius
d compactant-critical boundary radius
e void ratio

e0 initial void ratio
f yield locus function
�ff macro-scale yield locus function

Gs specific gravity
[Hþ] concentration of hydrogen ions

h hardening function
J 2 second invariant of deviatoric stress
K j increase in dissolution rate due to coupling effects; j ¼ a

or b if in acid or base
Kj

c dissolution rate in uncoupled conditions; j ¼ a or b if in
acid or base

k�a apparent rate constant in acid pH

k�b apparent rate constant in basic pH
ksp thermodynamic equilibrium constant

[M] mass per unit reacting fluid volume; slope of critical state
line

[M0] initial mass per unit reacting fluid volume
Mm molecular mass

n porosity
ni outward unit normal
p outer boundary radial pressure
�pp macro-scale isotropic effective stress

pc radial stress at dilatant-critical boundary
�ppc macro-scale hardening variable representing apparent

preconsolidation stress
�ppc0 macro-scale hardening defining the initial size of the yield

locus
�qq macro-scale deviatoric stress
R macro-scale chemical softening function

Rc macro-scale chemical softening constant
r outward radial coordinate
S REV boundary surface

Ss specific surface area
�ssij deviatoric component of the macro-scale stress tensor

t time
t� time necessary to activate yielding
u radial displacement

ui radial displacement of point i of thick cylinder (ub

represents radial displacement of point b)
V REV volume

VS volume occupied by the solid phase
VT total volume
VV volume of voids
Æ yield locus parameter

ª strain-hardening constant
ªs unit weight of solid phase

ªsat unit weight of saturated material
˜ average crack opening at the apex
� chemical softening constant
�r radial micro strain
�v volumetric micro strain
�ij total micro strain tensor
�Ł circumferential micro strain
�irr

ij plastic strain tensor

�irr
v volumetric plastic strain

���pl
v macro-scale volumetric plastic strain
Ł outward circumferential coordinate
Łi yield locus parameter
Ł1 yield locus parameter
� accumulated relative mass removal
��� macro-scale accumulated relative mass removal
_� rate of relative dissolved mass
¸ plastic multiplier
�ºº plastic bulk modulus of compressibility

�ij stress tensor
��� ij macro-scale stress tensor
�r radial stress
�z stress perpendicular to radial and circumferential

coordinates
�Ł circumferential stress

� yield
Ł circumferential stress at the7 moment of yielding
��01 stress related to initial strength

��02 stress related to initial strength
� proportionality constant indicating degree of chemo-

mechanical coupling
�i yield locus parameter
�1 yield locus parameter
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